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Abstract: Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been widely used for target detection in modern
battlefields. From the viewpoint of the opponents, false target jamming is an effective approach
to decrease the UAV detection ability or probability, but currently there are few research efforts
devoted to this adversarial problem. This paper formulates an optimization problem of false target
jamming based on a counterpart problem of UAV detection, where each false target jamming solution
is evaluated according to its adversarial effects on a set of possible UAV detection solutions. To
efficiently solve the problem, we propose an evolutionary framework, which is implemented with
four popular evolutionary algorithms by designing/adapting their evolutionary operators for false
target jamming solutions. Experimental results on 12 test instances with different search regions and
numbers of UAVs and false targets demonstrate that the proposed approach can significantly reduce
the UAV detection probability, and the water wave optimization (WWO) metaheuristic exhibits the
best overall performance among the four evolutionary algorithms. To our knowledge, this is the
first study on the optimization of false target jamming against UAV detection, and the proposed
framework can be extended to more countermeasures against UAV operations.
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1. Introduction
Drones, i.e., unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been increasingly used in both
civil and military tasks [1]. Particularly, they have been proven to be successful and efficient
for target detection and information collection in modern battlefields, especially in areas
that are considered to be inaccessible or dangerous for human pilots [2]. There have
been many studies on how to improve UAV detection abilities by means of efficient path
planning [3–5], multi-UAV cooperation [6–9], human–UAV collaboration [10–12], and AIenhanced detection techniques [13–15]. However, there are few studies on how to reduce
the abilities of UAVs from the viewpoint of the opponents, which has become an important
problem for enhancing safety, security, and privacy against hostile UAVs [16].
False target jamming is a common countermeasure technique that imitates physical
shapes or electromagnetic signals to lead hostile reconnaissance equipment to detect false
information, so as to significantly reduce their abilities or probabilities of detecting real
targets. This technique has been widely used in deceiving pilots and radars on reconnaissance aircrafts [17]. Nevertheless, compared to classical aircrafts, today’s UAVs are
considerably more autonomous and light-weight, equipped with more advanced optical,
thermal, acoustic, and other sensors, and hence allow flexible and high-resolution remote
sensing. Moreover, there are various UAV planning and control methods, and different
methods often result in quite different UAV operational behaviors. As the opponents,
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we hardly know exactly which method(s) the UAV holders would adopt. Finding the
optimal or sufficiently high-quality false target jamming solutions is known to be a complex
computational optimization problem [18], and the above issues significantly increase the
difficulty of false target jamming that aims at suppressing or reducing the detection abilities
of hostile UAVs as much as possible.
To address the above challenges, in this paper we present an optimization problem of
false target jamming against UAV detection, which is formulated based on a counterpart
problem that determines the search paths and modes of UAVs to maximize the total
detection reward. The problem of false target jamming aims to find an optimal false
target placement solution, under which the decrease of UAV detection reward (averaged
over a set of possible UAV detection solutions) would be maximized. To efficiently solve
the problem, we propose an evolutionary framework, which is implemented with four
popular evolutionary algorithms including genetic algorithm (GA) [19], particle swarm
optimization (PSO), [20], ecogeography-based optimization (EBO) [21], and water wave
optimization WWO [22], whose evolutionary operators are elaborately adapted to evolve
false target placement solutions. Experimental results on 12 test instances demonstrate that
the evolutionary algorithms can reduce the UAV detection reward much more significantly
than simple methods, including randomly or evenly distributing false targets, and WWO
exhibits the best overall performance among the four evolutionary algorithms. The main
contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
•
•
•

We present a false target jamming problem for minimizing the expected total detection
reward of UAVs as an adversarial problem of UAV detection;
We propose an evolutionary framework implemented with four evolutionary algorithms to efficiently solve the false target jamming problem.
We demonstrate the performance of the proposed framework on the test instances
with different UAV detection and false target placement settings.

In the rest of this paper, Section 2 presents the basic UAV detection problem and the
adversarial problem of false target jamming, Section 3 proposes the evolutionary framework and its implementations, Section 4 presents the experimental results, and Section 5
concludes with a discussion.
2. Problem Formulation
2.1. Problem of UAV Detection
First consider a basic UAV detection problem, where a swarm of n UAVs are used to
search for one or multiple targets in a large region. The whole search region is divided
into m sub-regions based on topographic feature, such that different sub-regions have
different topographic features, while there is no significant topographic change within
one sub-region. Each i-th sub-region is assigned with a target existence probability p(i )
(1 ≤ i ≤ m), assuming that the holder of UAVs has a prior probability distribution function
that describes the initial belief of the target location. Information about the search region
and targets are typically collected by means such as satellite remote sensing and early
manual exploration, and target existence probabilities can be estimated using empirical
methods as proposed in [4].
According to different flight altitudes and other operational settings, a UAV can use K
different search modes that affect its detection ability. For example, when a UAV flies at a
low height and uses a high-resolution camera, the detection ability is high, but the detection
time period is relatively long; when it flies at a high height and uses a wide-range sensing
equipment, the detection ability is relatively low, but the time period is short, as illustrated
in Figure 1. We assume that a UAV can use only one mode to search in one sub-region;
when it uses the k-th mode to search in the i-th sub-region, the required time period is
ts (i, k), and the posterior probability of detection is pd (i, k) subject to the precondition of
target existence. We are also given the time period t f (i, k, i0 , k0 ) for a UAV to fly from the
i-th sub-region with the k-th search mode to the i0 -th sub-region with the k0 -th search mode
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(1 ≤ i, i0 ≤ m; 1 ≤ k ≤ K). Specifically, we use t f (0, 0, i, k) to denote the time period for a
UAV to fly from its starting position to the i-th sub-region with the k-th search mode.

hk'

hk

(a) At a low height

(b) At a high height

Figure 1. Different search modes of UAV: (a) the UAV searches the sub-region at four hovering points
of a low height; (b) the UAV searches the sub-region at one hovering point of a high height.

The UAV detection problem needs to plan a search path for each j-th UAV (1 ≤ j ≤ n),
which consists of two parts: the first is the sequence x j = ( x j,1 , x j,2 , . . . , x j,m j ) of sub-regions,
where m j denotes the number of sub-regions to be searched by the j-th UAV; the second is
the associated search modes y j = (y j,1 , y j,2 , . . . , y j,m j ), where y j,i denotes the search mode
of the j-th UAV in the sub-region x j,i (1 ≤ i ≤ m j ).
Each j-th UAV takes off at time t = 0 and arrives at its first sub-region x j,1 at time:
t( j, 1) = t f (0, 0, x j,1 , y j,1 )

(1)

and it finishes the search on x j,1 at time:
t0 ( j, 1) = t( j, 1) + ts ( x j,1 , y j,1 )

(2)

By analogy, the time at which the j-th UAV arrives and finishes the search at its i-th
sub-region can be iteratively calculated as follows (2 ≤ i ≤ m j ):
t( j, i )

= t0 ( j, i − 1) + t f ( x j,i−1 , y j,i−1 , x j,i , y j,i )

t0 ( j, i )

= t( j, i ) + ts ( x j,i , y j,i )

(3)

Let T be the predefined time limit of the operation. Whenever the j-th UAV completes
the search of the ith sub-region in its sequence, it obtains a reward calculated based on the
completion time and detection probability in the sub-region as follows:

R( j, i ) = T − t0 ( j, x j,i ) p( x j,i ) pd ( x j,i , y j,i )
(4)

where the item T − t0 ( j, xi,j ) encourages to detect the targets as early as possible.
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The objective of the problem is to maximize the total reward (i.e., the total timeweighted detection probability) of the UAVs, and the problem is formulated as follows:
max
s.t.

f (x, y) =

1
T

n

mj

R( j, i )
∑∑
0

(5)

j =1 i =1

Equations (1)–(4)
t0 ( j, x j,m j ) ≤ T,
1 ≤ y j,i ≤ K,

j = 1, 2, . . . , n

(6)

j = 1, 2, . . . , n; i = 1, 2, . . . , m j

(7)

where the denominator T in (5) is used to normalize the objective value in the range of [0, 1].
2.2. Adversarial Problem of False Target Jamming
The opponent wants to jam UAV detection by placing a set of Q false targets in the
search region. Each sub-region can have at most one false target, and false targets can only
be placed in sub-regions without real targets. The placement of false targets can have one
or more of the following effects on UAV detection:
•
•
•

It will interfere with the observation of the prior probability in the sub-region by
means such as satellite remote sensing and early manual exploration.
For a sub-region without a real target, placing a false target will generate a false
posterior probability detected by UAV.
For a sub-region with a real target, placing false targets in its neighboring sub-regions
will affect (typically decrease) the true posterior probability.

Let z = (z1 , z2 , . . . , zm ) be a solution of false target placement, where zi = 1 denotes
that a false target is placed in the i-th sub-region and zi = 0; otherwise, we use pe(i, z) and
ped (i, k, z) to denote the updated prior probability and posterior probability after placing
false targets according to z, respectively. Initially, the UAVs do not have knowledge of the
false targets; therefore, from the viewpoint of the holder of UAVs, the objective function (5)
of the UAV detection problem will be updated as:
1
fez (x, y) =
T

n

mj

∑∑
0

j =1 i =1


T − t0 ( j, x j,i ) pe( x j,i , z) ped ( x j,i , y j,i , z)

(8)

Ideally, suppose that the holder of UAVs can find the optimal solution (x∗z , y∗z ) that
maximizes the updated objective function (8) while satisfying all constraints of the original UAV detection problem. From the viewpoint of the opponent, the adversarial problem of false target jamming aims to find a false target placement solution z∗ , such that,
among all possible false target placement solutions, the corresponding UAV detection
solution (x∗z∗ , y∗z∗ ) will result in the minimum value of the original objective function (5).
Consequently, the adversarial problem can be formulated as follows:


(9)

i = 1, 2, . . . , m

(10)

min

g(z) = f arg max fez (x, y)

s.t.

zi ∈ {0, 1},

x,y

However, in many practical situations, the holder of UAVs cannot guarantee finding
the optimal solution: for a difficult detection problem instance, it is more possible for the
holder to obtain one or more near-optimal solutions. Therefore, we consider a set L(z) of
possible solutions to the updated UAV detection problem subject to a given false target
placement solution z, where each detection solution l = (x(l), y(l)) ∈ L(z) is associated
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a probability p a (l) of being adopted by the holder of UAVs. In this way, the objective
function (9) of the false target jamming problem will be updated as:
min g(z) =

1
| L(z)|

∑

fez (x(l), y(l))

(11)

l∈ p a (l)

3. Evolutionary Algorithms for the Adversarial Problem of False Target Jamming
To solve an instance of the above adversarial problem of false target jamming against
UAV detection, we search in its solution space; for each solution z encountered, we construct
an instance of the corresponding UAV detection problem with the objective function (8),
and solve it using one or more heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms [23,24], to produce
the set L(z) of possible solutions to the UAV detection problem, so as to evaluate the
solution z according to the objective function g defined in (11).
We propose an evolutionary algorithm framework for solving the adversarial problem
of false target jamming, which consists of the following steps:
Select a set Au of heuristic/metaheuristic algorithms for the UAV detection problem;
Initialize a population of solutions to the adversarial problem of false target jamming;
For each solution z in the population:

(1)
(2)
(3)

(3.1)
(3.2)

Derive an instance of the UAV detection problem according to (8);
Use algorithms from Au to solve the instance to produce the set L(z) of
possible solutions to the UAV detection problem;
Evaluate the fitness g(z) according to (11);

(3.3)
(4)
(5)

Based on the fitness, evolve the solutions using evolutionary operations;
If the stopping condition is not satisfied, go to Step (3); otherwise, return the best
solution z∗ found so far.

In this section, we use four typical evolutionary algorithms, including GA [19],
PSO [20], EBO [21], and WWO [22], to implement the framework. The following subsections describe the evolutionary operations of the algorithms.
3.1. Genetic Algorithm
The GA uses crossover and mutation operators to evolve the solutions. The crossover
operates on two solutions, denoted by za = (za1 , za2 , . . . , zam ) and zb = (zb1 , zb2 , . . . , zbm ),
at a time: it generates a random integer m0 between (1, m) to divide the two solutions
as za = (za1 , . . . , zam0 ) ⊕ (zam0 +1 , . . . , zam ) and zb = (zb1 , . . . , zbm0 ) ⊕ (zbm0 +1 , . . . , zbm ), and then
recombines them into two offspring solutions zc = (za1 , . . . , zam0 ) ⊕ (zbm0 +1 , . . . , zbm ) and
zd = (zb1 , . . . , zbm0 ) ⊕ (zam0 +1 , . . . , zam ), where ⊕ denotes concatenation of sequences. After recombination, the number Q1 of false targets (i.e., the number of one components)
in an offspring solution may be not equal to Q: if Q1 > Q, we randomly select ( Q1 − Q)
one components and change them to zero; otherwise, if Q1 < Q, we randomly select
( Q − Q1 ) zero components and change them to one. Figure 2 shows an example of the GA
crossover operation.
m'=4

m'=4

za 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0

zb 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0
Recombination

zc 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0

zd 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
Repair

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

0

0

Figure 2. Illustration of a crossover operation on solutions, where m = 10, Q = 4.
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The mutation operates on one solution at a time by generating a random number Q0
between [1, Q/2] and randomly exchanging a one component and a zero component for
Q0 times.
Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code of an iteration of the GA that creates a new
offspring population P0 from the current population P, where rc denotes the crossover rate
and rm (z) denotes the variable mutation rate for solution z that is inversely proportional to
its fitness [19].
Algorithm 1: GA procedure for creating an offspring population P0 from the
current population P at each iteration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Create an empty offspring population P0 ;
while | P0 | < | P| do
Use roulette wheel selection to randomly select two solutions za and zb from P;
Perform possible reparation on X 0 ;
if rand(0, 1) < rc then
Perform crossover on za and zb to produce two offsprings zc and zd ;
if rand(0, 1) < rm (zc ) then
Perform mutation on zc ;
Repair zc if needed;

12

if rand(0, 1) < rm (zd ) then
Perform mutation on zd ;
Repair zd if needed;

13

Add za and zb to P0 ;

10
11

3.2. Particle Swarm Optimization
In the PSO algorithm, each solution z is associated with an m-dimensional real-valued
velocity vector vz , each component of which is randomly initialized between [−1, 1].
The algorithm also records the current best known solution gbest of the whole swarm
(population) and the best history pbestz for each individual solution z. At each iteration,
each solution z learns from both the global best gbest and its personal best pbestz . At each
dimension of z, the learning operator generates three random numbers r, r1 , and r2 between
[0, 1], and updates the dimension zi as follows (1 ≤ i ≤ m):


 zi ,
zi = pbestiz ,


gbesti ,

r < w/(w + c1 r1 + c2 r2 )
w/(w + c1 r1 + c2 r2 ) ≤ r < (w + c1 r1 )/(w + c1 r1 + c2 r2 )

(12)

r ≥ ( w + c1 r1 ) / ( w + c1 r1 + c2 r2 )

where w is the inertial weight and c1 and c2 are two learning coefficients, as used in the
basic PSO algorithm [25,26].
After updating all dimensions of the solution, if the number of false targets (i.e.,
the number of 1 components) is not equal to Q, the repair policy described in Section 3.1 is
also applied.
Algorithm 2 presents the pseudo-code of an iteration of the PSO algorithm.
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Algorithm 2: PSO procedure for evolving the population P at each iteration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

foreach z ∈ P do
for i = 1 to m do
Update zi according to Equation (12);
Repair z if needed;
if g(z) < g(pbestz ) then
pbestz ← z;
if g(z) < g(gbest) then
gbest ← z;

3.3. Ecogeography-Based Optimization
EBO is an extension of the BBO algorithm [27], which evolves solutions by “migrating”
features from other solutions. Each solution z is associated with an immigration rate and
an emigration rate as follows:
rµ (z)

=

rν (z)

=

g(z) − gmin + e
gmax − gmin + e
gmax − g(z) + e
gmax − gmin + e

(13)
(14)

where gmax and gmin are the maximum and minimum objective function values in the
population, respectively, and e is a very small number to avoid division by zero.
The migration operation of BBO on a solution z is performed by, at each dimension of
z, with a probability of rµ (z), migrating the corresponding component of another solution
z0 , which is selected with a probability of rν (z0 ):
zi = zi0

(15)

EBO enhances BBO by using a local neighborhood structure where each solution is
connected to a set of neighboring solutions [28]. For example, Figure 3 shows a ring neighborhood structure where each solution has just two neighbors. Based on the neighborhood
structure, EBO defines two migration operators. The first is local migration, which uses
Equation (15), but the emigrating solution z0 is selected from the neighbors rather than from
the whole population. The second is global migration, which uses two emigrating solutions
z0 and z00 , one selected from the neighbors and the other selected from non-neighbors; the
current dimension of z will be set to the corresponding dimension of the better one between
z0 and z00 :
(
zi0 ,
g(z0 ) ≤ g(z00 )
zi =
(16)
00
zi ,
g(z0 ) > g(z00 )
EBO uses a parameter η to control the probability of global migration. The parameter
value linearly decreases from an upper limit ηmax to a lower limit ηmin , such that global
migration is preferred in early stages to facilitate global exploration and local migration is
encouraged in later stages to enhance local exploitation.
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Figure 3. Ring neighborhood structure for EBO population.

Similarly, after updating all dimensions of the solution, if the number of false targets
is not equal to Q, the repair policy described in Section 3.1 is applied.
Algorithm 3 presents the pseudo-code of an iteration of the BBO algorithm.
Algorithm 3: EBO procedure for evolving the population P at each iteration
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

foreach z ∈ P do
for i = 1 to m do
if rand(0, 1) < η then
Select an emigrating solution z0 according to the emigration rate;
Perform local migration according to Equation (15);
else
Select a neighboring solution z0 and a non-neighboring solution z00
according to the emigration rates;
Perform global migration according to Equation (16);
Repair z if needed;
if the updated solution is better then
Replace the original solution with updated solution in P;
Update the parameter η;

3.4. Water Wave Optimization
WWO is an evolutionary algorithm inspired by the motion of shallow water waves
for optimization problems. It assigns each solution z with a “wave length” λ(z) that is
inversely proportional to solution fitness, such that low-fitness solutions explore large
ranges while high-fitness solutions explore small ranges. For the adversarial problem of
false target jamming, we design the following wave length calculation method:
λ(z) = 1 + (

m
g(z) − gmin + e
− 1)
2
gmax − gmin + e

(17)

At each iteration, WWO generates an offspring for each solution z by randomly
exchanging a one-component and a zero-component of z for Q0 times, while Q0 is a random
number between [1, λ(z)]. If the offspring is better than the original z, it replaces z in the
population. Moreover, if the new solution is the new best known solution, WWO performs
K N steps of one-zero exchange on the solution, checking whether the solution is improved
after each step (where K N is a control parameter set to min(6, Q/2)).
As for the variable-size WWO proposed in [29], we use a variable population for
WWO by linearly decreasing the population size from an upper limit NPmax to a lower limit
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NPmin . Whenever the population size is reduced by one, the worst solution is removed
from the population.
Algorithm 4 presents the pseudo-code of an iteration of the WWO algorithm.
Algorithm 4: WWO procedure for evolving the population P at each iteration
Calculate the wavelengths of all solutions in the population;
2 foreach z ∈ P do
3
Let Q0 = rand(1, λ(z));
4
Produce an offspring z0 by randomly exchanging a one-component and a
zero-component of z for Q0 times;
5
if g(z0 ) < g(z) then
6
z ← z0 ;
7
if z is a new best known solution then
8
for k = 1 to k N do
9
Produce a neighbor z0 by performing a one-zero exchange on z;
10
if g(z0 ) < g(z) then
11
z ← z0 ;
1

12
13
14

Update the population size;
if the population size is reduced by one then
Remove the worst solution from P;

4. Experiments
We test the performance of the proposed evolutionary algorithms on 12 instances,
the search regions of which are based on three types of structures: grid, honeycomb,
and general graph, as shown in Figure 4. For each structure type, we generate two search
regions with different numbers of sub-regions; for each search region, we generate two
instances with different numbers of UAVs and false targets. The basic information of the 12
instances (numbered by #1–#12) is given in Table 1.

(a) Grid

(b) Honeycomb

(c) General graph

Figure 4. Three types of structures of search regions for constructing the test instances.
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Table 1. Summary of the test instances of the UAV detection problem/false target jamming problem.
Structure

m

n × Q

Grid

64
225

#1 (3 × 2), #2 (8 × 4)
#3 (3 × 3), #4 (5 × 5)

Honeycomb

52
331

#5 (3 × 2), #6 (5 × 4)
#7 (5 × 4), #8 (10 × 8)

General graph

50
201

#9 (3 × 2), #10 (5 × 3)
#11 (5 × 5), #12 (10 × 8)

On each test instance, we first run the hyper-heuristic and memetic algorithms [23,24]
to solve the UAV detection problem without false targets, and record the top ten solutions
in terms of the objective function (5); then, we use the four evolutionary algorithms together
with two simple methods to solve the adversarial problem of false target jamming against
UAV detection: the first method (denoted by Rand) randomly selects sub-regions without
real targets to place false targets; the second method (denoted by Even) always aims to
distribute all (real and false) targets throughout the whole search region as evenly as
possible. For the four evolutionary algorithms, we tune their control parameters on the
whole test set, the results of which are shown in Table 2. To ensure a fair comparison,
the evolutionary algorithms use the same stopping condition that the number of objective
function evaluations reaches 1000nQ. Each evolutionary algorithm runs 30 times on each
instance, and the median objective function value and standard deviation over the 30 runs
are recorded.
Table 2. Parameter setting of the four evolutionary algorithms tuned on the 12 false target jamming
problem instances.
Algorithm
GA
PSO
EBO
WWO

Parameters
max = 0.12
rc = 0.93, rm
c1 = c2 = 2.0, wmax = 0.9, wmin = 0.4
ηmax = 0.7, ηmin = 0.4
NPmax = 45, NPmin = 6

Table 3 presents the experimental results, where the “UAV” column gives the median
objective function value of the top ten UAV detection solutions without false targets, in order
to show to which degree the false target jamming solutions deteriorate the UAV detection
solutions. In the last four columns, the values in parentheses are standard deviations of the
results of the evolutionary algorithms. For each instance, the best median value among the
comparative algorithms is shown in bold. We also conduct nonparametric Wilcoxon rank
sum test to compare the statistical difference among the evolutionary algorithms, and use a
superscript ‘+’ to denote that the best result is more statistically significantly than the result
of the corresponding comparative algorithm (at a confidence level of 95%).
The experimental results show that, regarding total detection reward, using false
targets can effectively decrease the UAV detection efficiency in terms of (5); however,
the effectiveness heavily depends on the false target placement solutions obtained by the
algorithms for the adversarial problem. Obviously, the solutions obtained by randomly
placing false targets are of low quality, making the total detection awards of UAVs become
around 75%∼90% of those without false targets. The quality of the solutions obtained by
evenly distributing false targets is slightly better than those obtained by Rand, but the
difference is not significant. Compared to the two simple methods, the four evolutionary
algorithms based on the proposed evolutionary framework significant reduce the total
detection rewards of UAVs:
•

For instances using two or three false targets, the total detection rewards of UAVs
become around 30% of those without false targets;
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•
•

For instances using four or five false targets, the total detection rewards of UAVs
become around 20∼30% of those without false targets;
For instances #8 and #12, using eight false targets, the total detection rewards of UAVs
become around 10∼15% of those without false targets.

Table 3. Comparative results on the 12 test instances.
Instances
#1

UAV
0.406

Rand
0.309

Even

GA

PSO

EBO

WWO

0.270

+ 0.224

0.196
(0.022)
0.177
(0.032)
0.070
(0.017)
0.046
(0.009)
0.109
(0.017)
0.093
(0.014)
0.031
(0.007)
+ 0.019
(0.004)
0.117
(0.027)
0.113
(0.026)
+ 0.015
(0.003)
+ 0.011
(0.002)

0.206
(0.031)
+ 0.191
(0.031)
0.070
(0.015)
0.044
(0.011)
+ 0.125
(0.016)
+ 0.100
(0.018)
0.030
(0.005)
+ 0.019
(0.005)
+ 0.124
(0.030)
0.112
(0.018)
0.013
(0.003)
+ 0.009
(0.002)

0.208
(0.021)
0.166
(0.024)
0.068
(0.009)
0.043
(0.006)
0.111
(0.008)
0.091
(0.016)
0.030
(0.005)
0.017
(0.002)
0.118
(0.016)
0.116
(0.020)
0.012
(0.003)
0.007
(0.001)

#2

0.432

0.325

0.306

#3

0.130

0.118

0.114

#4

0.154

0.136

0.120

#5

0.268

0.223

0.204

#6

0.314

0.277

0.246

#7

0.095

0.078

0.067

#8

0.138

0.121

0.112

#9

0.182

0.157

0.153

#10

0.222

0.201

0.203

#11

0.067

0.052

0.049

#12

0.096

0.080

0.071

(0.043)
+ 0.198
(0.036)
+ 0.074
(0.014)
+ 0.052
(0.015)
+ 0.120
(0.022)
+ 0.106
(0.018)
+ 0.036
(0.006)
+ 0.023
(0.007)
0.120
(0.039)
+ 0.126
(0.035)
+ 0.016
(0.004)
+ 0.009
(0.003)

Among the four evolutionary algorithms, WWO exhibits the best performance, as it
obtains the best solutions on eight test instances, which are typically with large search areas
and a relatively large number of false targets, demonstrating that WWO is very efficient
in searching large-size solution spaces of the adversarial problem of false target jamming.
For the remaining four instances, according to the statistical tests, there are no significant
differences between the results of WWO and the best results. PSO obtains the best solutions
on three test instances, which are with relatively small n and Q values, demonstrating that
PSO converges fast in searching small-size solution spaces. Comparatively, the performance
of EBO is relatively poor for small-size instances, but is relatively good for large-size
instances; in particular, the performance of EBO is the best for instance #10 among the
four evolutionary algorithms. The general performance of GA is the worst among the
evolutionary algorithms, mainly because its crossover operations easily lead to local optima.
A general conclusion of the results is that, when solving small-size instances, PSO is
preferred; for medium- and large-size instances, WWO can produce high-quality solutions.
5. Conclusions and Discussion
This paper studies a false target jamming problem from the viewpoint of opponents of
UAVs, and aims to optimize the placement of false targets to decrease the total detection
reward of UAVs. Currently, studies on this problem and its algorithms are few. We
formulate the false target jamming problem based on the counterpart UAV detection
problem, and propose an evolutionary framework that evolves a false target placement
solution evaluated according to its adversarial effects on a set of possible UAV detection
solutions. We implemented the framework using four popular evolutionary algorithms.
Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed approach significantly reduces the UAV
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detection reward; among the four evolutionary algorithms, WWO exhibits the best overall
performance, while PSO converges fast in solving small-size instances. We believe that the
proposed framework can be extended to more countermeasures (including active defense
and passive defense measures) against more UAV operations (including surveillance, search
and rescue, attacking, etc.).
The present research aims to optimize the placement of false targets before the invasion
of UAVs, which is a static optimization problem. In practice, the number of UAVs and
their search strategies can dynamically change during the search and detection process,
and we are now studying the dynamic optimization of false target jamming (e.g., using
electromagnetic signals to camouflage false targets to deceive UAV airborne radars), using
real-time optimization methods such as reinforcement learning [30]. Our future work
will study the combination of false target jamming and air-defense weapons against UAV
detection, which can be a considerably more effective yet more challenging approach.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
BBO
EBO
GA
PSO
UAV
WWO

biogeography-based optimization
ecogeography-based optimization
genetic algorithm
particle swarm optimization
unmanned aerial vehicle
water wave optimization
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